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Abstract: The operating temperature of photovoltaic (PV) modules affects the photovoltaic
conversion process. The operating temperature depends on various environmental conditions
and on material-dependent properties of the PV modules. Many expressions for the operating
temperature have been proposed in the literatures, some are simplified working Equation as
NOCT (Nominal Operating Cell Temperature), and others are more complex, being based on a
combination of the energy balance Equation and NOCT. The present study offers a new approach
(model) for determining the PV module temperature based on the energy balance Equation and
on the solar spectrum irradiance. While using the new model, the operating temperature has been
determined for four module technologies: c-Si, a-Si/µc-Si, CdTe, and CIGS and it shows that the
operating temperatures for the different cell types are close to the manufacturers’ NOCT data-sheet
temperatures. For c-Si technology, for example, the simulation resulted in 43.2◦ and 46◦ for the
spectrum and NOCT models, respectively. The proposed new model offers a new approach for
determining the operating temperature of PV modules.

Keywords: PV module temperature; solar spectrum; energy balance Equation; Nominal Operating
Cell Temperature; SPECTRAL(2)

1. Introduction

The operating temperature of photovoltaic (PV) modules plays an important role in the photovoltaic
conversion process and, hence, on the energy assessment and on the economics of PV systems.
The operating temperature depends on various environmental conditions, such as: the solar irradiance
and its spectrum; the ambient temperature and wind speed; on material-dependent properties of the
PV modules (cell technology, encapsulation, back-sheet material); properties needed for the calculation
of the radiation heat transfer as albedo, sky temperature; and, on installation factors of the collector
deployment in the PV field. Many expressions for the operating temperature have been proposed in
the literatures, some are simplified working Equation as NOCT (Nominal Operating Cell Temperature),
others are based on energy balance Equations, and many more on combinations of the energy balance
Equation and NOCT model [1–8]. Expressions for the operating temperature of the PV modules are
either explicit forms directly giving the temperature or are implicit forms involving variables, which
themselves depend on the temperature [3,7]. The various models may be grouped into three types [4]:
(a) constant temperature models (standard test condition (STC), NOCT), (b) physical based-models
(such as I-V characteristics parameters, material band-gap, etc., and (c) statistical models (mathematical
Equations derived from physical model; fitting coefficients to measured tested data and artificial
intelligent methods). Therefore, it is expected to arrive to different operating temperatures of the PV
module, also depending on the method used. The simulation of module temperature based on NOCT
model is widely used, as it is simple and easy to apply and manufacturers usually include NOCT in
the module characteristic data.
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The incident solar energy that is absorbed by the module is converted to electrical and thermal
energies of which partly is dissipated to the external surrounding. This leads to the use of an energy
balance Equation for formulating the operating temperature of the module and it further leads to a
combined energy balance and NOCT model. The energy balance Equation and the combined energy
and NOCT models consider the broadband irradiance and not the time-dependent solar spectrum.
The proposed novel approach of the present study to determine the operating module temperature
is based on a combination of the energy balance Equation and the time-dependent solar spectrum.
This study calculates the operating temperature for four module technologies (c-Si, a-Si/µc-Si, CdTe,
and CIGS for a site in the Israel desert) based on the proposed method and shows that the operating
temperatures of the different cell types are close to the manufacturers’ NOCT temperatures.

2. NOCT (Nominal Operating Cell Temperature)-Based Module Temperature

The module operating temperature that is based on normal operating cell temperature (NOCT) is
commonly used [9,10].

The NOCT Equation is given by:

Tc = Ta + (NOCT − 20) ×
Prad
800

(1)

where Tc is the module temperature in (
◦

C) according to the NOCT model, Ta is the ambient temperature,
and Prad is the solar irradiance in W/m2. The NOCT value is defined by the global G in-plane irradiance
800 W/m2, air mass AM1.5G, ambient temperature Ta = 20 ◦C, and wind speed Vwind = 1 m/s at the
PV module height. It should be mentioned that NOCT represents a steady condition at open circuit
temperature of the PV module, a condition not met in real module operation.

In the beginning, the use of the energy balance Equation [11] was attempted to define the module
operating temperature, however it was difficult to measure a term in the thermal losses of the PV module
to the surroundings (see Section 3) in the energy balance Equation and, therefore, PV manufacturers
adopted the NOCT expression. This simple method generally gives satisfactory results for ground
mounted PV systems, but not for roof- integrated systems [9]. The effect of the wind speed on cell
temperature is given by [10,12]:

Tc(
◦C) = Ta +

0.32
8.91 + 2 ·Vwind

·G (2)

where G in-plane irradiance in W/m2.
An expression for the module temperature by a linear model including wind speed is in [13],

and Ref. [14] deals with a comparative study of NOCT-based temperature by comparing three
NOCT models.

3. Energy Balance Equation

The approach for calculating the PV module temperature, which is based on a simplified energy
balance Equation, involves equating the solar radiation absorbed by the module to the electrical output
and the thermal losses is mentioned in [15–17]:

Pradτα = ηPVPrad + UPV(Tc − Ta) (3)

where
Pradτα is the part of beam and diffuse radiation absorbed by the PV module,
ηPVPrad is the electrical power produced by the PV module,
UPV(Tc − Ta) is the thermal losses from the PV module to the surroundings:
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ηPV is the PV module efficiency given by:

ηPV = ηr[1− βc(Tc − Tr)] (4)

τ is the transmittance of the module cover (glass) for the beam and diffuse radiation,
α is the absorption coefficient of the cells,
ηr is the module’s efficiency at standard test condition (STC),
Tr is the reference temperature 25◦C, and
βc is the power temperature coefficient of the PV cell dependent on the cell technology.
Substituting Equation (4) into Equation (3) we get

Tc =
UPVTa + Pradτα− Prad(ηr + ηrβcTr)

UPV − ηrβcPrad
(5)

The thermal coefficient losses, in W0
·C−1

·m−2 (per unit of module area), from the PV module to
the surroundings is given in the present study, by [18]:

UPV = 2 · (5.67 + 3.86 ·Vwind)·W0
·C−1

·m−2 (6)

where Vwind is the wind speed in m/s. Other expressions are mentioned in [16].
The plane of array irradiance Prad in W/m2 is measured or calculated at a given time for which

the cell temperature is calculated.

4. Proposed Spectrum Model-Combined Energy Balance Equation and Solar Spectrum Method

The new approach of the present study to calculate the module operating temperature is based
on the energy balance Equation (3) and the time-dependent solar spectrum. The irradiance Prad
(see Equation (5)) is determined by the solar spectrum, which varies with time during the day.
The irradiancePrad is calculated by:

Prad =

∫
P(λ)dλ (7)

and Pradτα (see Equation (5)) is the part of the irradiance absorbed by the PV cell given by:

Pradτα =

∫
P(λ) · (1−Rcell(λ))dλ (8)

The spectral reflectance coefficient of the PV cell is Rcell(λ) and, therefore, (1 − Rcell(λ)) is the
transmittance factor of the absorbed solar irradiance in the PV cell.

The solar spectrum depends on time, location, and the atmospheric condition. The global solar
radiation, neglecting the ground reflected radiation, consisting of the direct beam and the diffuse
components. Therefore, the solar spectrum is divided into two spectrum models, one for the direct
beam radiation and the other for the diffuse radiation. The range of wavelengths of the solar incident
radiation on the PV modules corresponds to the relevant range of the spectral response of the PV
cells. The effect of varying spectral irradiance on the performance of solar cells is addressed in [19–21].
The impact of solar spectral irradiance on the yield of different technologies was studied for four
locations in [20]. The study in [22] states that the spectrum has little effect for low gap materials
between seasons, for clear skies, but not for large band gap materials. Figure 1 presents the external
quantum efficiency of four module technologies, for which the present study calculates the operating
temperature. Figure 1 was derived from articles [19–21] while using interpolations to match the
sampling points to specx points needed for the spectral model SPECTRAL(2), (see below).
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Figure 1. External quantum efficiency of four module technologies.

Several solar spectrum models were developed with time for clear skies, among them:
LOWTRAN(2) [23], SPECTRAL(2) [24], SMARTS(2) [25], and REST(2) [26]. Some models present high
spectral resolutions, however they require complex calculations. In the present article, the SPECTRAL(2)
is used, because it conveniently fits in the computation program and is of sufficient spectral resolution.
In addition, SPECTRAL(2) is listed in (http://rredc.nrel.gov/solar/pubs/spectral/model), including
parameters that are needed for the solar spectrum calculation (see also [27]), mentioning the advantage
of SPECTRAL(2) on SMARTS(2)). SPECTRAL(2) was implemented by a single function and interfaced
as described in Table 1. The parameters 1, 2, 3, 8 and 9 are easily obtainable, whereas the atmospheric
data for the parameters 4–7 may be obtained for locations worldwide (http://aeronet.gsfc.nasa.gov).
The output of spectral model is:

Table 1. SPECTRAL(2) interface.

I/O Description/Comments

1. longitude (deg.) East positive
2. latitude (deg.) North positive
3. altitude (m) Above sea level
4. alpha (-) Angstrom exponent (440–870 nm)
5. tau500 (-) Aerosol optical depth at 500 nm
6. watvap (cm) water vapor precipitation
7. ozone (atm./cm) ozone amount
8. zenref (deg.) Zenith angle
9. daynum (-) Day number (1 – Jan.1st)
Output
1. specx (µm)

Spectral wavelength (0.3–1.7)

2. specdir
[

mW
m2·nm

] direct power spectrum at surface
normal to beam

3. specdif
[

mW
m2·nm

] diffuse power spectrum at
horizontal surface

specx—sampling points along the spectrum axis, dense for shorter waves and sparse for
longer waves.

specdir—direct beam solar irradiance (normal to solar rays).
specdir—diffuse irradiance on horizontal plane.
Two locations in Israel were chosen to demonstrate the solar spectrum for a given day and

an hour—Sde Boker, 30.67
◦

N (the desert) on February 1 at 16:00, and Eilat 29.55
◦

N on August 4 at
12:00 noon. Table 2 contains the parameters for producing the solar spectrum at Sde Boker and Eilat.
Figure 2 shows the results. A remark on the irradiances is in order. The direct beam irradiance is

http://rredc.nrel.gov/solar/pubs/spectral/model
http://aeronet.gsfc.nasa.gov
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normal to the solar rays, whereas the diffuse irradiance is on a horizontal plane. Therefore, the global
irradiances on a horizontal plane is given by:

Globalirrad = Directirrad × cos(zenith angle) + Di f f useirrad (9)

Table 2. Data for obtaining the solar spectrum.

Inputs Sde Boker
Feb 1, 16:00

Eilat
Aug 4, 12:00

1. longitude (deg.) 34.8 34.9
2. latitude (deg.) 30.9 29.5
3. altitude (m) 480 15
4. alpha (-) 2.17 1.4
5. tau500 (-) 0.084 0.209
6. watvap (cm) 0.85 2.4
7. ozone 0.257 0.279
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5. Photovoltaic (PV) Module Temperature-Simulation Results

This section deals with the calculation of the operating temperature Tspec
c (

◦

C) for four different
PV module technologies that are based on the solar spectrum model, as in Equations (5) and (7).
The integration limits of the spectrum correspond to the spectral response of each technology. Table 3
lists the details. The transmittance factors (1−Rcell(λ)) of the absorbed solar irradiance in the PV cells
(see Equation (8)) are shown in Figure 3 for the four types of the modules that were derived from
articles in [28,29] while using interpolations to match specx points for SPECTRAL(2).

Table 3. Module type and manufacturer.

Module Technology βc(%/◦C)
Tspec

c
(◦C)

NOCT
(◦C)

NOCT−Tspec
c

(◦C)

SCHOTT MONO™ 190 c-Si −0.44 43.2 46 2.8
SCHOTT ASI™ 100 a-Si/µc-Si −0.20 44.6 49 4.4

FirstSolarFS-280 Series 2™ CdTe −0.25 43.6 45 1.4
Wurth Solar GeneCIS 80 CIGS −0.36 45.2 47 1.8
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The calculated module temperatures Tspec
c (

◦

C) in Table 3 are average maximum values based on
the solar spectrum model at Sde-Boker site. The results pertain to module inclination angle 25◦ facing
due south, calculated for noontime (at 12:00) for each day for the period of six months and for an
average ambient temperature 29.7 ◦C at the location. Table 3 also includes the NOCT temperature
(specified by the manufacturers) for the four PV module technologies. The Tspec

c (◦C)in Table 3 was
calculated at 12:00, as the module temperature is expected to be the highest since in the morning
and in the afternoon hours the solar irradiance is lower as well the ambient temperature. The solar
spectrum in the morning and afternoon is usually different than at noon, however the lower ambient
temperature might affect the module temperature more than the difference in the spectrum. Table 3
also shows that the difference in the module temperature based on Tspec

c (◦C) model and NOCT is
2.8

◦

, 4.4
◦

, 1.4
◦

, 1.8
◦

(
◦

C) for c-Si, a-Si/µc-Si, CdTe, and CIGS technologies, respectively.
Simulation results of the operating temperature for c-Si module are shown in Figure 4 based on the

spectrum model and NOCT for 21st of each month for the period from December to June. Differences
in the operating temperature are apparent for module temperature above 30 degrees.
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6. Discussion

PV system losses due to the operating temperature of PV modules are the main loss component
and they may constitute more than 10 percent [30,31], therefore the operating temperature plays an
important role in the energy assessment and in the economics of PV systems. Numerous expressions
were developed for the operating temperature involving environmental variables and numerical
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parameters, which are material and system dependent. Therefore, one must be careful in applying a
particular expression for the operating temperature of the PV module, because the expressions have
been developed for particular deployments of the PV system. For that reason, one cannot compare the
methods and results of the operating temperature for different types of PV systems and at different
locations. The simulation results for the operating temperature that are obtained by the proposed
spectrum model at the specific location where the study pertains are close to the manufacturers’ NOCT
temperatures, thus verifying, by simulation, the validity of the new spectrum approach. Still, the new
approach justifies further studies.

7. Conclusions

Many expressions for the operating temperature have been proposed in the literatures, some
are based on NOCT and others are more complex and are based on the energy balance Equation.
The novel approach of the present study for determining the operating module temperature is based
on a combination of the energy balance Equation and on the spectral distribution of the solar irradiance.
SPECTRAL(2) was used to generate the solar spectrum. The operating temperature of the PV module
Tspec

c (
◦

C) was calculated for four module technologies: c-Si, a-Si/µc-Si, CdTe, and CIGS for a site in
the Israel desert and shows that the operating temperatures are close to the manufacturers’ NOCT
temperatures. No experimental validation has been performed on the new model. Yet, the proposed
model indicates a different and a promising approach that justifies further studies.

Author Contributions: J.A. and T.M. conceived the new model for the operating temperature of the PV module,
J.A. wrote the paper. All authors have read and agreed to the published version of the manuscript.
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